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Background

Tabular data are represented by heterogeneous scalar features.

These features are aligned but their relations are unknown.

Mining interactions between heterogeneous features requires

a higher sample complexity.



Background

Capsule Neural Networks uses “capsules” to package scalar features as units.

The capsule features represent more concrete semantics.

Since mining feature relations is complex on tabular data, how about packaging

them together and conducting no interactions?



IDEA: Use Capsule and Conduct NO Feature Interactions

Each function 𝒌 feature-wisely transforms a sample into a vector.

Each capsule learns a profile (the vector) of the sample.

Conduct no feature interactions and directly learning the semantics at data level,

so we call it Data-Level Learning.
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A bespoke capsule neural network
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MODEL

① feature extension by Abstract Layer or MLP (automatic feature engineering)

② Gaussian kernels as function 𝒌

③ Transformation and Routing for selective capsule-feature-fusion

④ voting for prediction results (TIPS: dropout is helpful!)
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Add some features to obtain more features

𝑢$ = 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(+𝑢$|&).

20% of 𝑣$ are dropped out in training



Decoder

The corresponding capsule features of correct class are stacked for reconstruction.



Why the BoW Routing requires no iterations?

Previous CapsNets for images capture some unknown object parts in initializing capsule

features and need routing-by-agreement. However, our data-level learning learns concrete

profiles of the entire data and thus we believe that our routing does not need agreement.

capsule features are projected to a new feature space

feature selection and similarity computing
in the feature space

feature update according to
the selection and the similarity

BoW-Routing



The performances are competitive to or even better than other approach that

conducts complex feature interactions.

Experiments



We biasedly split train and test sets to inspect the generalization capability.

TabCaps performs well!

Experiments



Experiments

We observe that overfitting often occurs on the Click data.

We demonstrate the model’s ability to resist overfitting through comparison.



Thank you for listening!


